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Abstract

In a distributed system using rollback recovery� information saved on stable storage

during failure�free execution allows certain states of each process to be restored after

a failure� For example� in a system of deterministic processes using message logging

and checkpointing� a process state can be restored only if all messages received by the

process since its previous checkpoint have been logged� In a system of nondeterministic

processes using checkpointing alone� a process state can be restored only if it has been

recorded in a checkpoint� Optimistic rollback recovery methods in general record this

information asynchronously� assuming that a suitable recoverable system state can be

constructed for use during recovery� A system state is called recoverable if and only if

it is consistent and the state of each individual component process can be restored�

This paper presents a simple algorithm for �nding the maximum recoverable system

state at any time in a system using optimistic rollback recovery� We show that in

such a system� there is always a unique maximum recoverable system state� extending

our previous result for deterministic systems using message logging and checkpointing�

These new results can be applied both to deterministic and to nondeterministic systems�

We have implemented this algorithm on a collection of SUN workstations running the

V�System� The algorithm requires no additional communication in the system� and

requires little storage for execution�



� Introduction

In a distributed system using rollback recovery� information saved on stable storage during failure�

free execution allows certain states of each process to be restored after a failure� For example� in a

system using message logging and checkpointing �Powell��� Johnson�	� Borg�
� Strom��� Strom���

Johnson��� Sistla�
�� in which all process execution between received messages is assumed to be

deterministic� a process state can be restored only if all messages received by the process since

its previous checkpoint have been logged� In a system using checkpointing alone to provide fault

tolerance �Koo�	� Chandy��� Bhargava���� which need not assume deterministic process execution�

a process state can be restored only if it has been recorded in a checkpoint�

After a failure� the system must be restored to a consistent system state� Essentially� a system

state is consistent if it could have occurred during the preceding execution of the system from its

initial state� regardless of the relative speeds of individual processes �Chandy���� This ensures that

the total execution of the system is equivalent to some possible failure�free execution� To be able

to recover a system state� all of its individual process states must be able to be restored� A con�

sistent system state in which each process state can be restored is thus called a recoverable system

state� Optimistic rollback recovery methods �Strom��� Strom��� Johnson��� Sistla�
� Bhargava���

in general record the recovery information asynchronously� assuming that a suitable recoverable

system state can be constructed for use during recovery�

This paper presents a simple algorithm for �nding the maximum recoverable system state at

any time in a system using optimistic rollback recovery� The results in this paper can be applied

both to systems in which all process execution between received messages is deterministic� and to

systems in which no such assumption is made� Section  describes the system model assumed by

this work� including formal de�nitions of consistent and recoverable system states� With this model�

we show that in any system using optimistic rollback recovery� there is always a unique maximum

recoverable system state� extending our previous result for deterministic systems using message

logging and checkpointing �Johnson���� Section � presents our algorithm for �nding the maximum

recoverable system state� and Section � describes our experience with the implementation of this

algorithm under the V�System �Cheriton��� Cheriton���� Related work is discussed in Section ��

and in Section �� we present conclusions�

� System Model

The model presented in this section is an extension of our model for reasoning about systems using

message logging and checkpointing �Johnson��� Johnson�
�� It is based on the notion of dependency

between the states of processes that results from communication between those processes� This

section summarizes the model and describes its new features� and establishes the existence of a

single unique maximum recoverable system state in any system using optimistic rollback recovery�

In the model� each system is de�ned to be either deterministic or nondeterministic� In a de�

terministic system� the execution of each process is assumed to be deterministic between received

messages� That is� after a process receives a message� its execution until receiving another message

is a deterministic function of the contents of the message and the state of the process when the



message was received� This does not imply that the order in which di�erent messages are received

is deterministic� In a nondeterministic system� no assumption of deterministic process execution

is made� Nondeterministic execution can arise� for example� through asynchronous scheduling of

multiple threads accessing shared memory�

The execution of each process is divided into a sequence of state intervals� which are each

identi�ed by a unique state interval index� In a deterministic system� a process begins a new state

interval each time it receives a new message� and all execution of the process within each state

interval is assumed to be deterministic� The state interval index of a process is simply a count

of messages received by the process� Each time the process receives a new message� it increments

its state interval index� and the new value becomes the index of the state interval started by the

receipt of that message� In a nondeterministic system� a process begins a new state interval each

time it sends or receives a message� The state interval index of a process is a count of these events

within the process� and the new value of this counter becomes the index of the state interval started

by that send or receive� A process state interval is called stable if and only if some state of the

process within that interval can be restored after a failure from information on stable storage�

All messages sent by a process are tagged with the index of the sender�s current state interval�

When a process receives a message� it then depends on the process state interval from which the

message was sent� Each process i records its current dependencies in a dependency vector

h��i � h��� ��� ��� � � � � �ni �

where n is the total number of processes in the system� When a process receives a message� it

sets its own dependency vector entry for the sending process to the maximum of its current value

and the state interval index tagging the message� Each entry j in process i�s dependency vector

records the maximum index of any state interval of process j on which process i currently depends�

Entry i in process i�s own dependency vector records the index of process i�s current state interval�

If process i has no dependency on any state interval of some process j� then entry j is set to ��

which is less than all possible state interval indices�

A system state is a collection of process states� one for each process in the system� and is

represented by an n� n dependency matrix

D � ����� �

�
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where each row i� �i j � � � j � n� contains the dependency vector for the state of process i included

in this system state� Each diagonal element �i i� � � i � n� of the dependency matrix gives the index

of the current state interval of process i� A system state is said to have occurred if all component

process states have each individually occurred during the preceding execution of the system�

A system state is called consistent if and only if no component process state records a message

as having been received that has not yet been sent in the included state of the sender� and that





cannot be sent through deterministic execution of the sender from this state� In a nondeterministic

system� the future execution of a process is not �assumed to be� deterministic� but in a deterministic

system� any messages sent before the end of a process�s current state interval can be sent through

the deterministic execution of that process� In terms of its dependency matrix� a system state is

consistent if and only if no entry in any column is larger than the diagonal entry in that column�

indicating that no process depends on a state interval of another process beyond that other process�s

own current state interval� That is� if D � ��� �� represents some system state� then this system

state is consistent if and only if

� i� j ��j i � �i i� �

A system state is called recoverable if and only if it is consistent and each component process state

interval is stable�

The system states that have occurred during any single execution of the system may be partially

ordered such that each system state A precedes another system state B� denoted A � B� if and

only if A must have occurred �rst during this execution� This partial order� called the system

history relation� can be expressed in terms of the state interval index of each process shown in the

dependency matrices representing the system states� That is� if A � ����� and B � ����� represent

two system states that have each occurred during the same execution� then

A � B �	 � i ��i i � �i i� �

and

A � B �	 �A � B� 
 �A �� B� �

The set of system states that have occurred during any single execution of a system� ordered by

the system history relation� forms a lattice� called the system history lattice� and the sets of consis�

tent and recoverable system states that have occurred during this execution form sublattices of the

system history lattice� The proof of this is shown in our previous work with this model �Johnson����

and is omitted here for brevity� Since the set of recoverable system states forms a lattice� there is

always a unique maximum recoverable system state� which is simply the least upper bound of all

recoverable system states that have occurred� The information recorded on stable storage� making

process state intervals stable� must be saved until it is guaranteed not to be needed for any pos�

sible future failure recovery in the system �Strom��� Johnson���� and thus the current maximum

recoverable system state never decreases�

The distinction between deterministic and nondeterministic systems is captured in the respec�

tive de�nitions of process state intervals� and does not a�ect the rest of the model� Process state

intervals are de�ned such that all individual states of a process within any single state interval are

equivalent in terms of the rest of the model� from the point of view of all other processes in the

system� A process can observe the state of another process only when it receives a message sent

from that state� In a deterministic system� all individual states of a process within a single state

interval result from the deterministic execution of the process within that interval� In a nondeter�

ministic system� only the initial state of a process in any state interval can be observed by other

processes�

For example� Figure � shows a period of execution in a deterministic system of two processes�

and Figure  shows the same execution in a nondeterministic system� The horizontal lines repre�
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Figure � An example system state in a deterministic system

sent the execution of each process� with time progressing from left to right� and each arrow between

processes represents a message sent from one process to the other� The state interval indices of

each process are indicated along the lines representing their execution� The state of each process

has been checkpointed at each time marked with a vertical bar� making the state intervals in which

they are contained stable� Consider the system states formed by taking these stable state intervals�

as indicated by the curve connecting the corresponding checkpoints� The dependency matrix for

each system state is shown in the corresponding �gure� The system state indicated in Figure � is

consistent� since process � can deterministically execute from its checkpoint to the state from which

it sent the message� In fact� from the point of view of process � all individual states of process �

during this deterministic execution to the point at which the message is sent �indicated by the

shaded region� are equivalent� In Figure � however� the indicated system state is not consistent�

since process � cannot guarantee to reach this same state� and thus cannot guarantee to send the

same message� This is shown by the dependency matrix for this system state� since the indicated

o��diagonal entry in column � is greater than the diagonal element in that column�
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Figure � An example system state in a nondeterministic system
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� Finding the Maximum Recoverable System State

To reduce the amount of reexecution of the system necessary in order to recover after a failure� it is

important to recover the system to the maximum possible recoverable system state� Determining

the current maximum recoverable system state is also important during failure�free execution� in

order to allow output to the �outside world� �such as writing information on the user�s display

terminal� to be committed� and to be able to remove old recovery information from stable storage

that is no longer needed �Strom��� Johnson����

The algorithm presented here guarantees to �nd the maximum possible recoverable system state

at any time� The algorithm requires no additional communication in the system� and requires little

storage for execution� We assume that a shared stable storage server in the distributed system is

used to record the recovery information during failure�free execution� and the algorithm is designed

to execute on that server� The algorithm is restartable if the stable storage server should fail�

since all information used by the algorithm has previously been recorded on stable storage� The

algorithm can also be easily distributed among a group of stable storage servers used in the system�

If additional processes fail while the algorithm is executing� the algorithm is simply restarted� No

assumptions are made about the order in which process state intervals become stable� and some

state intervals may never become stable� In particular� the fact that some process state interval

is stable does not imply that all previous state intervals of the same process are also stable� The

algorithm can be executed at any time� and considers all process state intervals that are currently

stable�

��� The Algorithm

The input to the algorithm consists of the dependency vectors for each stable process state interval�

The algorithm�s output consists of the dependency matrix representing the maximum recoverable

system state that exists using these stable state intervals� The diagonal elements of this matrix

show the index of the state interval of each process contained in this system state� The algorithm

�nds the maximum recoverable system state �from scratch� each time it is invoked� no internal

state is saved between executions of the algorithm�

Conceptually� the algorithm begins its search at the maximum system state that has occurred

in which all process state intervals are stable� It then searches backward to lower points in the

system history lattice� considering only stable process state intervals� until a consistent system state

is found� This system state must then be the maximum recoverable system state� In particular�

the following steps are performed by the algorithm�

�� Make a new dependency matrix D � ������ where each row i is the dependency vector for the

maximum state interval of process i that is currently stable�

� Loop on step  while D is not consistent� That is� loop while there exists some i and j for

which �j i � �i i� showing that state interval �j j of process j depends on state interval �j i of

process i� which is greater than process i�s current state interval �i i in D�

�



�a� Find the maximum state interval index � less than �j j of any stable state interval of

process j such that component i of the dependency vector for this state interval � of

process j is not greater than �i i�

�b� Replace row j of D with the dependency vector for this state interval � of process j�

�� The system state represented byD is now consistent and is composed entirely of stable process

state intervals� It is thus the current maximum recoverable system state�

This algorithm can be implemented e�ciently by the procedure shown in Figure �� For each sta�

ble process state interval � of each process i� the vector DV �
i represents the dependency vector for

that state interval� The dependency matrix is not explicitly represented� rather� a vectorMAXREC

is used to store the state interval index of each process in this system state� and the dependency

matrix is implicitly represented by the dependency vectors for each of the indicated state intervals�

The predicate stable�i� �� is true if and only if state interval � of process i is currently stable�

Each iteration of the while loop �lines � through �� performs a pass over the dependency

matrix� checking the columns identi�ed by the set CHECK� The set NEW identi�es the columns

to be checked on the next iteration� Checking each column i veri�es that no process j �in state

interval � � MAXREC �j�� depends on a state interval of process i that is greater than process i�s

current state interval in the dependency matrix� MAXREC �i�� If such a process j is found �line 
��

its row in the dependency matrix is implicitly replaced by changing MAXREC �j� to the index of

�� for i� � to n do

� MAXREC �i�� maximum state interval index � of process i
such that stable�i� ���

�� CHECK � f i j � � i � n g�

�� while CHECK �� �� do

�� NEW � ���
�� for all i  CHECK do

	� for j � � to n do

�� � � MAXREC �j��

� if DV �

j �i� � MAXREC �i� then

��� MAXREC �j�� maximum state interval index
� � � of process j such that
�stable�j� �� 
 DV �

j �i� � MAXREC �i���

��� NEW � NEW � f j g�
�� CHECK � NEW �

��� return MAXREC �

Figure � Algorithm for �nding the maximum recoverable system state

�



some previous stable state interval � of process j� All dependencies of other processes on process j

must then be checked on the next pass over the matrix by the while loop� and j is thus added to

the set NEW�

The algorithm can also be distributed among a group of stable storage servers� each recording

information for the stable process state intervals of a disjoint subset of the processes of the system�

In such a system� the rows of the dependency matrix used by the algorithm can be partitioned

among the servers such that each row is assigned to the server recording the information �including

the dependency vector� for the corresponding process� The main algorithm is executed on any one

server� and for each iteration of the while loop� the values of CHECK and MAXREC are sent to

each other server� Each server then performs the portion of the for loop at lines 	 through �� to

check the entries in the columns identi�ed by CHECK in the rows assigned to that server� The

results are then returned to the main server for the next iteration of the while loop�

��� Correctness

In this section� we show the correctness of the algorithm presented in Figure �� That is� the

algorithm completes each execution with each MAXREC �i� containing the state interval index of

process i in the current maximum recoverable system state�

The following loop invariant is maintained at the beginning of each iteration of the for j loop

at line 	�

If the vector MAXREC represents system state D� then no recoverable system state R
currently exists such that D � R�

Before the �rst iteration of the loop� this invariant must hold� since the system state D is the

maximum system state that currently exists having each component process state interval stable�

Assuming that the invariant holds at the beginning of some iteration� execution of the loop body

preserves the invariant� If for the current i and j at line 
� DV �
j �i� � MAXREC �i�� then MAXREC

remains unchanged and the invariant is preserved� Otherwise� DV �
j �i� � MAXREC �i�� and the sys�

tem state represented byD is thus not consistent� Process j �in state interval � � MAXREC �j�� de�

pends on state interval DV �
j �i� of process i� but process i in D is only in state interval MAXREC �i��

In any recoverable system state that exists� process j must not depend on any state interval of

process i greater than MAXREC �i�� The loop invariant is thus maintained in this case by choosing

the largest state interval index � � � of process j such that state interval � of process j is stable

and does not depend on any state interval of process i greater than MAXREC �i��

If the while loop terminates after line �� the system state found must be consistent� since no

rows of the dependency matrix were replaced during its �nal iteration� The predicate on the if

statement �line 
� tests each dependency according to the de�nition of a consistent system state�

This system state must also be recoverable� since each process state interval included in it by the

for loop at the beginning of the algorithm �line � is stable� and only stable process state intervals

are used to replace components of it during the execution of the while loop�

At each iteration of the for loop at line 	� the system stateD being considered precedes its value

from the previous iteration� The search by the algorithm begins at the maximum system state�

	



D� composed of only stable process state intervals� and thus no recoverable system state R� can

exist such that D � R�� However� some recoverable system state must exist in the system� since

recovery information is not removed from stable storage until no longer needed for any possible

future failure recovery� Thus� by the loop invariant� the algorithm must terminate� The system

state D represented by MAXREC must be a recoverable system state� and must therefore be the

maximum recoverable system state that currently exists�

� Implementation Experience

We have implemented the algorithm shown in Figure � in a system using optimistic message logging

and checkpointing �Johnson�
�� running under the V�System �Cheriton��� Cheriton���� Each ma�

chine runs a logging server and a checkpoint server process� The kernel saves messages as they are

received in a bu�er in the volatile memory of the local logging server� When the bu�er �lls or after

a speci�ed timeout has expired� the logging server writes this bu�er to stable storage� logging these

messages� During recovery� the logging server reads the needed logged messages from stable storage

and provides them to the kernel� which forces the recovering process to receive them in their logged

order� The local checkpoint server manages the creation of checkpoints for processes running on

that machine� and the restoration of processes from their checkpoints during recovery� The kernel

automatically initiates a checkpoint of a process once the process has received a speci�ed number

of messages or has consumed a speci�ed amount of processor time since its last checkpoint� A

process may be checkpointed at any time� without logging all previously received messages� and if

the maximum recoverable system state subsequently advances beyond the receipt of those message

�using the stable state interval recorded in the checkpoint�� those messages need not be logged� All

logged messages and checkpoints are saved on a single network �le server shared by all processes

in the system�

The algorithm is implemented by a single recovery server process running on the shared network

�le server machine� For each process� the recovery server maintains a linked list describing its stable

state intervals� in descending order by state interval index� Since message logging is not coordinated

with checkpointing� the stable state intervals of each process can be divided into groups� each

beginning with a state interval recorded in a checkpoint followed by consecutive state intervals for

which the message starting each has been logged� These groups are each represented by a single

entry in the linked list� The complete dependency vector is stored only for the last state interval

in each group� For each previous entry in a group� only the single di�erence between that state

interval�s dependency vector and the vector for the next higher state interval is stored� As the

algorithm searches backward for the needed state interval � of process j �at line �� in Figure ���

a copy of the dependency vector is modi�ed from these di�erences to e�ciently construct the

dependency vector for each needed state interval ��

We have used the optimistic message logging and checkpointing system in executing a set of dis�

tributed application programs to solve a number of di�erent problems� These applications include

programs for solving the n�queens problem� the traveling salesman problem� and Gaussian elimina�

tion with partial pivoting� The overhead of message logging and checkpointing during failure�free

�



execution of these application programs ranged from a maximum of under � percent to much less

than � percent� During failure recovery� the running time of the algorithm is negligible relative to

the time required to restore the processes from their checkpoints and to replay the logged messages

to the recovering processes�

� Related Work

Strom and Yemini introduced the notion of optimistic message logging and checkpointing �Strom���

Strom���� Each process in their system maintains a transitive dependency vector� recording the

transitive closure of the dependencies represented by our dependency vectors� A copy of the sender�s

dependency vector is included with each message sent� and is then merged with the receiver�s vec�

tor when the message is received� In our system� only the sender�s current state interval index is

included with each message� Strom and Yemini also require each process to maintain knowledge of

the message logging progress of each other process in a log vector� which is either periodically broad�

cast by each process or appended to each message sent� Each process then determines its own state

interval in the maximum recoverable system state by a comparison of the local dependency vector

and log vector� Although this allows their algorithm to be completely distributed� the additional

communication required in their system can add substantially to the failure�free overhead of the

system� Our algorithm also makes use of the stable process state intervals recorded in checkpoints

to advance the maximum recoverable system state� whereas their algorithm only advances when

messages are logged� Thus� if the maximum recoverable system state advances due to a process

checkpoint before previously received messages have been logged� those messages need never be

logged�

Sistla and Welch have proposed two alternative recovery algorithms based on optimistic message

logging �Sistla�
�� One algorithm tags each message sent with a transitive dependency vector as in

Strom and Yemini�s system� whereas the other algorithm tags each message only with the sender�s

current state interval index as in our previous work �Johnson���� To �nd the maximum recover�

able system state� each process sends information about its message logging progress to all other

processes� after which their second algorithm also exchanges additional messages� essentially to

distribute the complete transitive dependency information� Each process then locally performs the

same computation to �nd the complete maximum recoverable system state� This results in O�n��

messages for the �rst algorithm� and O�n�� messages for the second� where n is the number of

processes in the system� Again� this additional communication allows their algorithm to be com�

pletely distributed� but adds signi�cantly to the failure�free overhead of the system� Also� whereas

our system uses the process checkpoints to advance the maximum recoverable system state� their

algorithm does not make use of these stable process state intervals�

The algorithm presented here is similar to the algorithm published in our earlier work with op�

timistic message logging and checkpointing �Johnson���� That algorithm incrementally determines

the maximum recoverable system state from the previously known maximum� If no new recoverable

system state exists after some new process state interval becomes stable� that new state interval is

added to a number of �defer� sets to be rechecked later� Although this shortens the search for the






maximum recoverable system state� the additional overhead of maintaining and rechecking these

defer sets may o�set much of this advantage� If the algorithm must be executed frequently �such

as to allow frequent output to the �outside world� to be committed�� the incremental algorithm

may be preferable� On the other hand� if executions of the algorithm are infrequent� the algorithm

presented here may be preferable� The relative simplicity of the algorithm presented here also

makes it attractive� We have not yet speci�cally quanti�ed the circumstances under which each of

these two algorithms may be preferable�

Bhargava and Lian describe an optimistic rollback recovery method using checkpointing alone�

without message logging �Bhargava���� Processes maintain a checkpoint number and an input in�

formation table� roughly serving the role of our state interval indices and dependency vectors� Each

message sent includes the current checkpoint number of the sender� For a process to determine the

maximum recoverable system state� it �rst requests the input information table from each other

process� It then uses this information to incrementally update a local system graph showing its view

of the message communication in the system� and performs a depth��rst search on this graph� The

input information table records the checkpoint numbers of all messages received by the process

since the last known maximum recoverable system state� whereas our dependency vectors store

only the maximum state interval index of any message received from each process� Also� the data

structures used internally by our algorithm �MAXREC and the dependency vectors� require signif�

icantly less storage than their local system graph� and do not require an explicit construction phase

in the algorithm� Their algorithm� though� can be used concurrently with new failures occurring in

the system� whereas our algorithm must be restarted if a new failure occurs while it is executing�

Although the model and algorithm presented in this paper can be used in pessimistic rollback

recovery methods� their full generality is not required in such systems� since the maximum re�

coverable system state is readily determinable from the synchronization imposed on the system�

For example� with pessimistic message logging and checkpointing methods �Powell��� Johnson�	�

Borg�
�� the maximum recoverable system state is simply composed of the most recent state interval

of each process for which all previously received messages have been logged� With pessimistic check�

pointing methods �Koo�	� Chandy���� a complete global checkpoint of the system is maintained by

the checkpointing protocol� such that the checkpoints of all process in this global checkpoint form

a consistent system state� The most recent global checkpoint is thus the maximum recoverable

system state� On the other hand� the disadvantage of pessimistic methods over optimistic methods

is the overhead of the additional synchronization required to achieve this simplicity of determining

the maximum recoverable system state�

� Conclusion

This paper has presented a simple algorithm that guarantees to �nd the maximum possible re�

coverable system state in any system using optimistic rollback recovery� The algorithm can be

used in systems in which all process execution between received messages is assumed to be de�

terministic� as well as in systems making no such assumption� For example� the algorithm can

be used in deterministic systems using a fault�tolerance method based on optimistic message log�

��



ging and checkpointing �Strom��� Strom��� Johnson��� Sistla�
� Johnson�
�� and in nondeterminis�

tic systems using optimistic checkpointing alone �Bhargava���� The distinction between determinis�

tic and nondeterministic systems is captured in the system model by the de�nition of process state

intervals� such that all individual states of a process within any single state interval are equivalent

in terms of the rest of the model and the algorithm� from the point of view of all other processes

in the system�

We have implemented the algorithm in a system using optimistic message logging and check�

pointing� running under the V�System �Cheriton��� Cheriton���� A shared network �le server is

used to record all information for stable storage� and the algorithm is executed on that server� The

algorithm is restartable if the �le server should fail� since all information used by the algorithm has

previously been recorded on stable storage� Likewise� if additional processes fail while the algorithm

is executing� the algorithm is simply restarted� In our experience with this implementation� the

running time of the algorithm is negligible relative to the time required to restore the processes from

their checkpoints during recovery and to replay the logged messages to the recovering processes�
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